Lab Report Template

Name_____________________
Date of Lab__________________
Partner’s last names_________

Title-____________________

Grade Span Expectation- Include the appropriate GSE

Introduction-
(Begin with background knowledge- What was known before the lab? Include any preliminary questions. Also, include the purpose of the lab at the end of the introduction- be clear & concise)

Procedure-
(Describe what was performed during the lab)

(Data-
(label clearly what was measured or observed throughout the lab)

Calculations-
(Show work, include units, and clearly label your results)

Analysis- (if applicable)
(Answer any questions with complete thoughts- assume the reader does not know the question, analyze data, and include possible sources of error)

Conclusions-
(Refer to the purpose- What was accomplished? How does this relate to topics outside of the classroom?)

DO NOT USE PERSONAL PRONOUNS!
THIS LAB REPORT MUST BE TYPED IN ORDER TO RECEIVE CREDIT